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AN
INITIATIVE
OF

Transforming global energy use to create a clean, prosperous, and secure low-carbon future.

RMI’s programs span sectors and geographies
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RMI works with business and industry in multiple ways to
transform global energy use
Thought
Leadership

Advising
Leaders

Industry
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Incubating
Spin-Offs
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Energy Efficiency—it’s not
just about kWhs anymore
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“Truths” of the modern electric system may no longer hold in
their entirety…creating challenges but also opportunity

“Old World” Electricity System
• Increasing demand
• Bigger is better: economies of
scale
• Uni-directional power & info
• Natural Monopoly
• Disengaged Customers

“New World” Electricity System
• Flat or declining load growth
• Balanced is better: economies of
scope
• Bi-directional power & info
• Competitive Markets
• Active and Engaged Customers
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A key distinction between today’s electricity system and
yesterday’s system—where innovation is happening

Generation

Transmission

Distribution

Ratepayer

Distribution

Customer

Where the historical focus
has been

Generation

Transmission

Where innovation is rapidly
proliferating today
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Even with low or no load growth, the U.S. grid is aging, and 50% of
existing generation is expected to retire by 2030
Existing US thermal generating capacity
retirement outlook
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• Average US coal, natural
gas, and nuclear capacity
is >30 years old
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Source: RMI analysis of U.S. EIA data

Business-as-usual reinvestment would require >$1 trillion in
capital investment through 2030
Base-case US grid capital spending,
2017-2030
$billions

• Replacing retiring
generators on a like-forlike basis would require
~$500 B through 2030
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on network investment
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Source: RMI analysis of EEI, SNL, IEA, EIA data
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It is cost-effective today to replace thermal power plants with
integrated portfolios of diverse, distributed technologies
Preliminary analysis of a planned CCGT in the Western US
suggests a 10-15% cost premium over a diverse portfolio of
distributed resources and utility-scale renewables
$millions
$2,500

Utilities, regulators, and market operators
across the US are beginning to recognize the
potential of non-gas alternatives

Cost structure of new gas plant vs.
virtual power plant
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“We reject the 54 MW, 30-y
refurbishment Ellwood contract”
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Gas plant

Capex

VPP
Virtual power
plant

Future Operating Costs

Source: RMI, forthcoming publication
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Redirecting utility investment towards distributed grid
infrastructure can address future needs with net cost savings
$billions

National net present cost implications of distributed grid infrastructure
transition, 2017-2030
Total ~2-5%
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Source: RMI, forthcoming publication

Virtual Power Plants can provide services traditionally provided by
gas power plants (or other generators) with a mix of resources
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These Distributed Grid Infrastructure solutions can help us build
the grid of the future
Retire Aging Generators

Avoid Costly
New Infrastructure
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But, building the grid of the future means we have to look at EE
and DSM differently—it’s not just about kWhs anymore
Grid
Services

Location of
Resources

Timing of
Resource
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It’s not about doing EE
differently, it’s about doing
it better
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Case Study:
GMP engaged RMI to design and re-design customer programs to
better meet their challenges and opportunities at scale
Low Participation in Current Pilots

Need for Scaling
• To meet VT RPS “Tier III” requirements, GMP
will need tens of thousands of customers to
adopt heat pumps, heat pump water heaters,
and electric vehicles over the next 15 years

• ~2,600 total participants to-date (1.2% of
residential customers)

0.01%

•

0.47%
98.88%

0.14%

1.12%

0.49%
0.01%
unserved residential customers

Cold Climate Heat Pump

ConnectDER

EVGo

Heat Pump Water Heater

Powerwall

•

Demand is forecast to fall
by 180 GWh (4%) over
next 10 years, creating
$20-30M revenue
reduction at current rates

Tier III: Energy
Transformation
12%
10%
8%
6%

4%
These challenges
2%
necessitate at least a 1520x increase in customer
participation in GMP 2017 2020 2023 2026 2029 2032
programs.
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RMI pursued two courses of action to help GMP leverage their
customer programs to meet state as well as utility goals
Increase Scale
• Ramp up programs by building
customer participation across
segments
• Get programs to the scale needed
to generate value for all customers

Expand Scope
• Fill gaps in GMP’s programs that
could add value for customers and the
energy system
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Doing it better:
Opportunities to expand the scale of existing customer offerings
CUSTOMER
SEGMENTATION

‘HIGH SATURATION’
TESTING

• Ramp up efforts to understand

• Test opportunities to drive more

•

customer needs and segment
into groups and cohorts
Use insights to inform product
development, sales, and
marketing

•
•
•

rapid customer adoption,
including:
Tightly knit social structures
Bulk purchase offers
Default customer offers or
framing at critical times

BUNDLING

NEW FINANCING OPTIONS

• Design bundled offerings

• Test alternative financing

•

that curate choices based
on typical customer needs
Leverage integration of
complementary
technologies

options like an on-bill tariff
program to serve customers who
want to own their own devices
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Source: Preliminary RMI publication

Doing it better:
Opportunities to expand the scope of customer offerings
Energy concierge for small and medium
businesses

EV charging incentive program

•

•

•

Apply eHome’s holistic energy makeover model
to small and medium business customers
Establish GMP as a one-stop shop for energy
management support

•
•

Offer rebates and financing on home EV
charging equipment
Enroll home chargers in managed charging
incentive program to better integrate new loads
Introduce time-varying rate design for public
charging stations, reducing non-coincident
demand charges

Customer load flexibility program

Expanded customer rate designs

•

•

•
•

Expand Powerwall “shared access” program to
optimize wide variety of flexible loads and
devices
Prioritize new electrification loads: EVs, cold
climate heat pumps, water heaters
Optimize dispatch across more value streams:
frequency regulation, operating reserves, and
distribution-level peak management

•

•

Add granular, time-varying smart home and
business rates to help customers save with
automated energy management devices
Design “super saver” rate that enrolls loads in
load flexibility program, compensates customers,
and fixes rates within usage tiers
Communicate savings potential with shadow
billing and bill calculators
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Source: Preliminary RMI publication

Doing it better: getting more meaningful pilots
RMI partnered with three
leading utilities to identify best
practices for pilot and
demonstration projects to
advance utility innovation

Download the full report at:
www.rmi.org/insights/reports/
pathwaysforinnovation/
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Pilots are meant to test new solutions, but we need to think about
the integrated solutions we are really looking for
How can the technology be
effectively marketed and
deployed to customers?

What pricing and market
structures incentivize optimal
use of the technology?

Customer
Adoption
Pricing &
Markets
Business
Models

Can the technology be deployed
as part of an economically
attractive solution?

How well does the technology
integrate with existing systems?

Does the technology, system, or
process perform as expected in
a controlled environment?

Technical
Integration

Product
(Technology,
System, or
Process)
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Making the distinction between Pilots and Demos is the first step
Pilots should be

Demonstrations
should validate the
business case for
moving from small-scale
tests to fully integrated
market deployment, and
can test all topic areas
in an integrated project

Customer
Adoption
Pricing &
Markets
Business
Models
Technical
Integration

Increasingly Integrated

focused on answering
technical questions
before moving on to
more business-focused
demonstrations

Product

Demo
Projects

Pilot
Projects
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Doing it better:
Pilots and Demos need to be designed to scale—from the start!
Increasing Maturity, Increasing Scale
Exploratory Pilot

Scalable Demonstration

Phased Roll-out

Objectives

Objectives

Objectives

• Test technical feasibility

• Test business models that
will apply at full scale

• Roll out proven product

• Test cost-effectiveness at
small scale
• Test customer interest

• Test whether market, rate, or
incentive structures drive
customer adoption
• Test cost-effectiveness for
customer and utility
• Test customer interest

Characteristics

Characteristics

Characteristics

• Small scale

• Medium to large scale

• Full scale deployment certain

• Some chance of scaling to
full deployment if successful

• High chance of scaling to full
deployment if successful

• Multi-phase roll-out with time
to refine plans in between
phases
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Better Pilots and Demonstrations can happen if we take the right
steps and work together
Strategic
Planning

Embrace a strategy for energy system transformation and
craft a complementary roadmap for innovation

Designing to
Scale

Design pilots and demonstrations to maximize learning and
prepare for full-scale deployment

Organization

Create leadership support and accountability, dedicated
resources, and cross-functional collaboration within the utility
for effective innovation

Stakeholder
Engagement

Collaborate effectively across industry stakeholders to design
and execute meaningful projects

Cross-Utility
Collaboration

Share best practices and lessons learned among utilities to
accelerate effective innovation
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The Risk of Not Doing
Efficiency and Customer
DSM
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Customers are taking matters into their own hands
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We need to find the way forward with our customers, not
without them

Source: The Economics of Load Defection, RMI
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Thank You
www.rmi.org

Leia Guccione
lguccione@rmi.org
@leiaguccione

